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Extended Abstract 
Geo-intelligence organizations are often faced with the need to determine optimal pathways that adversaries may take 

based on various types of information including remotely sensed imagery and human geo-intelligence. The mobile enemy 

problem, where the objective is to predict the pathway that a mobile enemy may take, is considered here as a way to 

develop a statistical/signal processing formulism to assist leadership in making better decisions about how to estimate the 

whereabouts of an adversary. A two-tier processing pipeline utilizing feature extraction and reinforcement learning-based 

optimal pathway estimation was created to demonstrate how human/machine learning teaming can be exploited to address 

a geo-intelligence problem. The information used in the processor development consists of an open-source hyperspectral 

imagery (HSI) data set [1].  

A strip map of terrain HSI was divided into 32 x 32 pixel image chips where principal component analysis [2] was 

used to reduce the dimension and decrease the noise of the hyperspectral signatures. Spectral dictionary endmembers [3] 

were estimated from the denoised HSI data using the unsupervised learning algorithms of k-means clustering [4] and 

automatic target generator processing [3]. This substage was necessary in order to perform image chip value estimation. In 

this evaluation stage, five different algorithms were used to calculate different value fields. Each technique used a feature 

extraction method designating the relative value of each image chip comprising the complete HSI scene. The first 

algorithm used for HSI image chip value estimation consisted of abundance estimation via nonnegative constrained least 

squares matched filtration [3] along with a Mahalanobis distance metric [5]. The second algorithm used was abundance 

estimation via orthogonal matching pursuit [6] along with a Euclidean distance metric. The final three algorithmic methods 

consisted of threshold-based spatial HSI spectral gradient estimation, Laplacian eigenmap kurtosis [7] estimation,, and 

finally human value assessment of HSI image chips.  

Value field estimation for each of the five algorithms was quantitatively possible but HSI data noise necessitated 

robust ways to obtain smoother and physically sensible value fields. A linear combination of all five value fields was 

proposed as a way to accomplish this. However, since human value assignment is often considered the most important 

value field component in many geo-intelligence problems, it was used in the development of the second processing part - 

optimal pathway estimation. 

 Q-learning and State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) learning [8,9], trial and error reinforcement learning 

algorithms fueled by human assigned value fields, were used to estimate optimal pathways that an adversary would take 

over the HSI scene. Human assigned reward fields delineate useful thoroughfares for reaching a goal state providing a 

utility function Q(s,a) representing the discounted cumulative reward for taking a specific action from a specific state. Q-

learning and SARSA learning both utilized the maximum action policy and Dijkstra’s algorithm [10] to estimate the 

optimal pathway from the Q function which quantifies how good an action is given a certain state. Preliminary results 

show that Q-learning and the maximum action policy with a learning rate of γ = 0.8 provides an agent or adversarial  

pathway which varies widely over the HSI scene. Q-learning used with Dijkstra’s algorithm causes the optimal pathway to 

vary less widely over the HSI data consistent with the least step principle policy. SARSA learning used in conjunction with 

Dijkstra’s algorithm shows a similar trend of less variation over the scene but with an optimal pathway which does not 
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strictly follow the peaks of reward field. The explicit reason for this is not clear. Preliminary results suggest that the 

human-computational formulism is a viable platform for future development of a robust geo-intelligence processor. 
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